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Outbreaks in the digital age:
Twitter is the place where the (good, the bad and the ugly) action is...

#snakefake

#nCoV #coronavirus #WuhanPneumonia #WuhanSARS....

My first presentation on the novel coronavirus on 24.01.2020 (Challenges in Virology, Grindelwald/Switzerland, 24.01.2020)



Science & social media during the pandemic:

The good, the bad and the ugly



Science, policy & social media - The good aspects

• Science has become visible – discussions that normally take place among 
scientists have become visible to the public (including preliminary, 
inconsistent and contradictory results)

• Quick way to collaborate & connect with other researcher & exchange ideas

• Opportunity to find like-minded colleagues and build networks/start 
initiatives

• Scientists are heard, possibility to provide information to the public 
(welcomed by many)

• Scientists are leaving their ivory tower – science is perceived as something 
that affects society as a whole and has an impact

• Some scientists have become almost “rock stars” – which can serve as a role 
models and help to transport a positive image of science – (especially when 
showing diversity in science!)



Social media can connect like-minded scientists and facilitate initiatives 
(met only 2 of the authors so far in real life!)



The bad – Infodemics & misinformation

An infodemic is too much information including false or misleading information in digital and physical environments

during a disease outbreak

Infodemic - epidemic of information – term coined during severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) to define the amplification effect of the
news through information technologies

A more recent definition: “infodemic” includes elements of misinformation spreading rapidly through social media platforms

Briand et al. Infodemics: A new challenge for public health. Cell. Volume 184, Issue 25, 9 December 2021, Pages 6010-6014
Rothkopf, D.J. (2003) When the Buzz Bites Back. The New York Times. May 11, 2003.

https://www.who.int/health-topics/infodemic#tab=tab_1



Infodemics – a new element that needs to be understood
and controled during outbreaks

• Study of infodemics is relatively new

• Little is known about the relationship with epidemics
management

• Vaccine hesitancy as one example: eroded trust in 
institutions fueled by misinformation

• Scientists and policy-makers can study, model, and 
monitor both phenomena in parallel

• Enforces the much needed interdisciplinary of research
areas in the management of epidemics (e.g. social 
sciences and biological sciences along)

Briand et al. Infodemics: A new challenge for public health. Cell. Volume 184, Issue 25, 9 December 2021, Pages 6010-6014



Challenges of science communication on social media

• Science is a process, knowledge is constantly under validation

• Understanding of science as a self-correcting process (doesn‘t mean someone made a 
mistake (old tweets!)

• Misinformation can have life-or-death consequences

• Responsibility of platforms – mark misinformation, or cancel it? 

• Cherry-picking of debates (confirmation bias)

• Risk of communications and tweets taken out of context

• Algorithms are not made to provide the best (reliable) health information

• Lack of basic/technical understanding can make exchanges very hard to almost impossible 
(e.g. discussion about use of PCR, virus isolation)

• Danger of mixing opinions or personal views with scientific data

• Scientists are (usually) not trained to use social media – institutions can provide only little
guidance/support (protection, legal advice)



Engaging in policy & on social media has its price for scientists

• Investment of time & energy

• High demand for information coincides with emergence of new research
questions (e.g. new variants)/during research-intensive times

• Risks of losing credibility by being cited in a misleading way

• Journalists re-use tweets for newspaper articles (instead of conducting
interviews, this is usually without authorization)

• Scientific engagement on social media is a young phenomenon & sometimes
seen critical by older colleagues

• Easier in stabilized positions than for junior colleagues

• Intensive engagement in social media can be seen as „not working enough“  
(<-> professionalism)



The Ugly

-

Attacks on scientist engaging on social media



Public engagement & its side effects
• Study done by the journal Science, published March 2022

• 9585 researchers who have published on COVID-19 were
contacted

• 510 responded:
• 38% at least one attack
• Insults to death threats on social media, by email or phone, or

even in person
• Effects on scientists lives (workplace, mental health issues)
• Aligns with reports of violence on HCW 
• Harassment is not new or unique to COVID-19
• Familiar to what has been observed in climate science and animal

research
• Harrasment has led to withdrawal from public communication

(publicity/policy advice)

https://www.science.org/content/article/overwhelmed-hate-covid-19-scientists-face-avalanche-abuse-survey-shows





«having been victims ourselves—female professors of

medicine—to varying degrees of threats of all kinds, 

including violent defamatory statements, stalking, and 

misogynistic and gender-oriented attacks. These attacks

were exclusively linked to public interventions in the

media…»
https://www.science.org/content/article/overwhelmed-hate-covid-19-scientists-face-avalanche-abuse-survey-shows
Ektorp E. Death threats after a trial on chloroquine for COVID-19. Lancet Infect Dis. 2020; 20: 661
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/laninf/article/PIIS1473-3099(20)30944-0/fulltext

https://www.science.org/content/article/overwhelmed-hate-covid-19-scientists-face-avalanche-abuse-survey-shows


https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02741-x

Among the scientists who responded to Nature’s survey, 63% used
Twitter to comment on aspects of COVID-19, and around one-third of
those said they were ‘always’ or ‘usually’ attacked on the platform

85% of survey respondents said that their experiences of engaging
with the media were always or mostly positive



Being a CoV researcher on Twitter….
About myself:
• Research on CoVs since 2011
• Networks for information during MERS-CoV-2 outbreaks and before: 

Promed.mail, informal networks as source of information
• On Twitter since 2014, at that time with a few 100‘s followers
• Today: >95K Followers 
• Twitter has become an important source for real-time of information from

colleagues, follow conferences, keep up to date
• But interaction more difficult due to much ‚noise‘
• Attacks, need to block & report comments on daily basis (↑ ↑ in 2022)

Experiences engaging in policy & (social) media:
• Scientific advice unwanted, especially in the 

beginning, & pandemic threats downplayed
• Accusations of fear mongering
• Concepts delivered by scientists not welcomed
• Scientific advice from ‚convenient‘ experts preferred
• Many experts emerged that never worked in the 

field of emerging viruses before 2020



Science communication on social media in the middle of a crisis -
my personal take-away

• Use it to connect with colleagues – and then interact with them on 
other channels for a more professional exchange

• Take the opportunity to make your own science visible – why is this 
an important field, what can we learn, what are implication of our 
findings?

• Advice on policy has more impact when it is delivery by a panel of 
experts (from different disciplines, & personal attacks reduced)

• Know who you follow & who to trust (many scientists communicate 
great, follow the real experts & benefit from their knowledge)

• Block hard & early, do not feed the trolls, report harassment

• Take social media breaks & time to rest

• Engagement of scientist can make a difference but comes at a cost

• Cave: Balance pros & cons (has changed a lot since 2022!)



The future of (science) communication on Twitter: Stay or go?

Carl T. Bergstrom, NYT 
Nov 19, 2022

«By early 2022, the value I found on Twitter had
fallen off….Some of my colleagues left or locked
their accounts. Coordinated harassment quashed
nuanced debate. Covid Twitter is barely a trace of
what it was two years ago.» 

Source: https://mastodon.social/@estebanmoro/109342663127191604

“If the people who like to tell me I’m a 
stupid/fat/ugly/old/unfuckable/unloveable/co
mpromised/corrupt/conflicted/incompetent
bitch get a free pass to say whatever without
constraint or moderation, the cost-benefit
analysis would change for me”

Angela Rasmussen @angie_raamussen@CT_Bergstrom



If Science communication becomes endemic on social media…

• Scientists need to consider the impact of social media

• Outreach activities are a chance for better science communication

• Training of scientists in the use of social media (wording, language, communication 
skills & strategies)

• Better protection by institutions against personal attacks 

• Scientific community but also governments and funding agencies must take steps 
against silencing of science (not only in relation to infectious diseases but also other 
controversial topics)

• Limits of science communication on social media must be understood: Complexity 
of research cannot always be reflected

• Twitter may no longer be the place to be (only bad & ugly)

• Alternative platforms?



Thank you for your attention!

@EckerleIsabella

@EckerleIsabella@mstdn.science


